Frame products fall into 4 categories: frames, transom frames, sidelight frames and windows.

**Frames**

Grouped in this category are units which contain single or multiple door openings without horizontal transom mullions. Frames may be 3 or 4 sided units. Units which contain flush or rabbetted panels above the doors are considered frames. Frames are available in set-up and welded, knocked-down or knocked-down drywall (slip-on) construction. When rated, the fire labels applied read “Fire Door Frame”. Below are typical elevations of products falling into this category.

**Transom Frames**

This category includes units which contain single or multiple doors with single or multiple openings above, separated from the doors with a horizontal mullion. The openings above the doors are called ‘transoms’. Transoms may be filled with glazing materials, panels or louvers. Transom frames are generally available only in set-up and welded construction. Fire rated labels applied to this category reflect the material utilized in the transom opening, either “Fire Door Frame - Glazed” or “Fire Door Frame - Panelled”. The seven elevations below are typical transom frames.
Sidelight Frames

This category includes units which contain single or multiple doors with adjacent openings for glazing materials, panels or louvers, separated by vertical mullions. The openings for glazing materials, etc. are called ‘sidelights’. Sidelight frames may also incorporate single or multiple transoms. Sidelight frames are available only in set-up and welded construction. When ratings are required they are generally for glazed assemblies and the fire labels used read “Fire Door Frame - Glazed”.

Window Frames

This group includes units which contain single or multiple openings for glazing materials and/or panels but not containing doors. A window which contains only one opening is also referred to as a ‘borrowed light’ or ‘view window’. Borrowed lights are available in set-up and welded, knocked-down or knocked-down drywall (slip-on) construction. All other configurations are available in set-up and welded construction only. Fire labels for this category state “Fire Window Frame”.